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CONVENTION ON EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 

Working Group IV (Environment) 

Session 3 Topic: “Environmental impact of the development of natural resources and the EU 

policies of sustainable development” 

 16 November 2015, Fier 

 

Recent Developments 

 

Fieri is one of the most richest cities with natural resources in Albania. Petrol and natural gas are 

two most essential minerals in our country, in which Patos-Marinza is the largest petrol field in all 

over the Balkans. Up to 1 January 2014, according to data it is produced about 55.498.458,31 ton 

petrol, which means about 68.49% of all extractable reserves or in other word 12.68% of all 

geological reserves in Albania.    

Studies show that flora around Patos-Marinza area is polluted due to the water spilled in Gjanica 

River from the petrol industry. This causes pollution also to Seman River and harms the species 

living in this area. Furthermore petrol industry in Fier has a direct implication in citizens’ health, 

thatlive in these vicinities and near oil wells. A recent case is the explosion of two oil wells in 

Patos-Marinza in April 2015 polluting the area and threatening the community lives.   

The methodology of natural resources development is dire in Albania because it does not include 

three essential pillars of Sustainable Development principle: economic, social, environmental. The 

natural resources sector remains a real issue in terms of solution, due to the high level of 

corruption in this field.  

 

Problems & Recommendations 

 

Sustainable Development 

Natural resources in Albania are not developing in accordance with the sustainable development 

principles:  

 

 On environmental aspect, it is concluded that Albanian environment is polluted from 

exploitation activity of natural resources such as petrol, natural gas and other minerals. It is 

essential to mention a series of accidents which occur during these activities as a indication 

that the subjects of activities do not take the required preventive measures to protect the 

environment. There is no a visible evidence that the profits coming from this industry are 

invested in new technologies and methodologies friendlier to the environment.  
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 On economical aspect, it is seen that agreements between Albanian state and private 

sectors on natural resources exploitation provide a low level of profit to Albanian state, 

implying so that Albanian economy does not benefit from this kind of activity.  According 

to the law 7746, state gets only 15% of the petroleum extracted from the private companies, 

which is a small value comparable to African countries, but not with the European 

standards.  In addition in the areas in which takes place the industrial operation of minerals 

extraction, the investments are missing and there is no an economical improvement to the 

community.  

 On social aspect, life quality of the citizens living in the surrounded areas in which natural 

resources are exploited, it is not better off. Important structures such as health institutions, 

new residence buildings are missing in there. Furthermore the community near petrol areas 

or the mine diggers themselves complain about the high risk and life threats coming from 

such operations.  

 

 

It is essential for Albania to adopt and implement concrete policies on natural resources 

exploitation in harmony with sustainable development principles by implementing all the 

required measures.  

 

Albania’s obligation regarding EU legal framework 

 

Albania needs to approximate the environmental legislation with the EU one. Albania has not 

signed yet any strategy on sustainable development of natural resources and the Albanian legal 

framework is far away from EU standards in this field. This is why Albanian state is required to 

fulfil the obligations as follows:  

 

 Adoption of the National Strategy on Sustainable Development for Natural Resources;  

 Harmonisation of Albanian legislation with the Directive 2008/99/EC “ On the protection of the 

environment through criminal law” which provides a number of environmental infringements 

that should be treated  by the Member States as penal actions against environment.  

 The plan on waste management in accordance with EU standards should be implemented.   

 Should be adopted the Law on monitoring and preventing the accidents during industrial 

activities corresponding the EU Directive 96/82/EC.  

 Harmonisation with the EU Directive 2013/30/EU on providing security during industrial 

operations with natural resources of oil and natural gas. The amendment of Law no. 7746, 

dated on 28.07.1993 is essential because this law provides some general principles but does not 

include specific and technical rules on methodology of research and production, technology 

usage or environmental protection.   

 

Obligations coming from European Convention on Human Rights  

 

As a member of the European Convention on Human Rights, Albania has some new obligations 

due to the recent decisions Strasbourg Court had taken in the field of environmental protection. 

Currently Strasbourg Court considers as violation of humans rights also all the environmental 
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major accidents that threaten or damage the fundamental rights of community. (Case Öneryıldız 

against Turkey) 

 

Strasbourg Court has obliged all the Member States to implement some parameters that should be 

followed and be met in during the dangerous industrial activities by: monitoring and controlling 

the activities, protecting the community resident in the areas in which these activities take place, 

informing the public opinion about the level of threat and danger from these activities etc.   

 

In actual conditions, Albania does not fulfil the obligation on regulation, controlling and 

guarantying the process of industrial activities in a proper manner, without a threat for the 

people’s health and life. Also there is a gap of information about the risk these activities possess. 

This is why is necessary that all the required standards provided by Strasbourg Convention to be 

implement from the Albanian state, by taking the proper measures to control, prevent and 

sanction the hazardous situations like the explosion of wells by Bankers Petrolium activity and 

others similar to that.  

 

 

 

Participants in Session 3, Working Group IV: State Institutions and Civil Society.  

 

State Institutions:  

 

State Inspectorate of Environment (Fier):  

Mr. Agron Basholli, Director 

Mr. Vllazrim Mahmutaj 

Mr. Altin Tasi 

Mr. Florjan Boçova 

Mrs. Antoneta Naçi 

Mr. Andi Çullhaj 

Mr. Denis Vogli 

Mr. Elinor Shani 

Mr. Pandeli Sema 
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Mr. Agur Srenozi 

Mr. Dritan Koroveshi 

 

Regional Directory of Environment 

Mr. Edvin Bixha 

Mr. Besmir Faslliaj 

Mrs. Valbona Gremi 

Mr. Ervin Buzi 

 

Private Institutions, Civil Society and Media 

 

Working Group Experts- Mr. Juraj Mesik, Mrs. Holta Ymeri  

Bankers Petrolium – Mrs. Rubensa Sanka 

Gazeta “Dita”- Mrs. Entela Resuli 

Alb365 – Mr. Xhemil Behanaj 

Gazeta “Shekulli” – Mr. Alfred Guraj 

Ora News- Mr. Çaku Tafa 

 

 

 


